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Countryside Corners Trifold Card 
by Kate Morgan 

 

  
 

Product List 
Stamps: Dainty Delight Bundle 
Dies: Countryside Corners dies, Something Fancy dies, Grove dies 
Cardstock: Basic White, Calypso Coral, Lemon Lolly, Lost Lagoon 
DSP: Dry Brushed Metallic Specialty DSP 
Inks: Calypso Coral, Lost Lagoon 
Other: Brushed Brass Butterflies, Gold Satin Edged Ribbon, Sponge Daubers, Trimmer, 
Multipurpose Glue, Mini Dimensionals, Cut & Emboss Machine, Bone Folder 
 
Instructions 
Card Base: 21cm x 14cm 
Take the largest die from the Countryside Corners dies and place it on the left side of the cardstock. 
On the right side of the die, score a line as shown below (dotted yellow line). Place it in your die 
cutting machine and place the top acrylic plate on top only to the solid blue line. This will ensure that 
only the area under the plate will cut. Run through the machine. 
 

  
 
You can take your Paper Snips and finish the cutting to the scoreline.  
Place this in your Trimmer with the die on top and the blade side facing up. Now you can see where 
it fits for the next scoreline to be made. 
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Fold over the left side which was previously cut and holding it tight, cut using your Paper Snips to 
create the second panel. Remember to cut only to the scoreline. 
 

 
 
Now you have two panels. For the third panel, place the die into position and hold it with some 
washi tape or a post it note. 
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Place this in your die cutting machine with the acrylic plate on top (to the blue line), leaving space 
(approx. 1cm) so it won’t cut all the way through (as shown below). Same as we did in Step 1. 
 

 
 
Now you can trim with your Paper Snips, to meet the scoreline.  
 

 
 
Now you can go ahead and decorate as you desire. 
 
I have used the next size down in the Countryside Corners dies, to die cut 4 panels of the Dry 
Brushed Metallic Specialty Designer Paper. The White centre panel inside is the 3rd largest die. The 
other 3 white pieces are cut using the Something Fancy die.  
 
The Dainty Delight dies were used to die cut the flowers and leaves, as well as the Grove dies. The 
sentiment is from the Dainty Delight stamp set. 
 
I hope you have a go at making one of these trifold cards. The possibilities are endless. 
 
Enjoy! 
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